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Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series

Abbott Elementary

Development Day

The teachers are back for development week, a time to prepare for the upcoming year; Janine is
determined to start the year off right and leave her problems at home; Ava runs a side hustle out of the
school parking lot.

Abbott Elementary

Educator Of The Year

Gregory is named Educator of the Year. Later, Janine deals with a difficult student, and it’s revealed that
Barbara hasn’t completed her teaching requirements.

Abbott Elementary

Fundraiser

Barbara organizes a candy-selling fundraiser to raise money for a school field trip to the science museum;
when sales don't go as planned, Ava steps in to teach the students new, unconventional selling tactics.

Acapulco

Against All Odds

Season finale. Maximo gets a second chance at Las Colinas. Julia learns to go after what she wants.

Act Your Age

Body Of Work

Angela goes on the offense after a TV news anchor exposes Olivia. Meanwhile, Bernadette and Keisha
attend a rigorous fitness bootcamp.

Act Your Age

The Dropout

Olivia inadvertently tells Angela about Jacob dropping out of school, triggering an anxiety-driven farce
including Bernadette and Jacob. Keisha participates in a Gen-Z art show.

Act Your Age

Secrets And Lies

When Bernadette invites her best friends, Angela and Keisha, to celebrate her special achievement, an
adventure ensues that takes their friendship to new heights.

Agent Elvis

Godspeed, Drunk Monkey

Elvis tries to stop the mind-control weapon from ruining his Aloha from Hawaii Via Satellite concert. To
help, a stoned Scatter launches into space.



American Auto

Judgement Day

Katherine and her team make one last effort to raise the Payne stock and save their jobs by rallying behind
the launch of the Pika. When global events cause the whole market to crash, Katherine loses hope that
Payne will ever recover.

American Auto

The Letter

Katherine has to go on a listening tour after a group of younger employees demand the company stop
contributing to pro-life politicians. The men of the office are charged with writing Payne’s policies regarding
abortion.

American Born Chinese

What Guy Are You

Jin’s plans to make the soccer team are derailed by the arrival of a new foreign exchange student.

American Dad!

Stan Fixes A Shingle

Francine insists that Steve let her help with his school project, Stan finally fixes that dang shingle, and the
rest of the family goes on a quest to return Gallagher’s watermelon-smashing mallet.

Archer

Dough, Ray, And Me

Archer and the gang knead proof in order to temper expectations and ice the mission.

Archer

Out Of Network

Archer seeks professional help but IIA’s health plan is murder.

Atlanta

Crank Dat Killer

Paper Boi thinks he may be the next target of a serial killer. Earn and Darius meet up with the Shoe Man to
buy a pair of limited edition Nikes.

Atlanta

It Was All A Dream

Earn, Al and Van try to support a black-owned sushi restaurant. Darius has a sensory deprivation session.

Atlanta

Light Skinned-ed

A usual church Sunday goes haywire due to a family rift.

Avenue 5

No One Wants An Argument About Reality

After five long months, the passengers of Avenue 5 eagerly await their impending return to Earth  while
behind the scenes, Ryan and the crew struggle to find a way to reveal the much longer timeline of their
journey home.



Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Carfished

Nora turns to her Icelandic crystal in her time of need while upstate to buy her dream car, and Wally
makes a grand gesture in hopes of winning Brenda back.

Barry

A Nice Meal

Barry escapes Jim Moss’ garage intact. Hank kidnaps Sally and John to broker a deal with Fuches.
Cousineau returns to his old ways and is led to a sting by Jim Moss via an old acting student posing as an
agent.

Barry

Wow

Series finale. Because Cousineau is blamed for the murder of Janice Moss, he murders Barry. Fuches
murders Hank in a showdown over Barry’s son. Sally escapes with John and lives quiet life as a high school
acting teacher. John watches the movie about his dad and believes it’s a lie.

The Bear

System

Carmy attempts to retrain the employees of The Original Beef of Chicagoland, but is faced with resistance.
In need of back-up, he brings on a talented young chef to help.

The Big Door Prize

Dusty

Family man and teacher Dusty Hubbard begins to reevaluate his life and happiness after the arrival of a
strange machine called the Morpho.

Big Mouth

F**ked Up Friday

A sudden outbreak of body-swapping yields awkward situations and poignant revelations galore.

Blindspotting

N*ggaz And Jesus

Ashley, Miles and Sean have their first weekend visit.

Breeders

No Way Back

Paul takes his parents on a day-trip to the countryside, to recreate a cherished memory. But the revelation
of a number of secrets leaves all three of them reeling.

Bupkis

Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Seven-year-old Pete, his mom and his sister attend his aunt’s wedding just weeks after the death of his
father; his uncle Tommy steps in to be there for Pete when he needs him most; in present day, Pete
makes sure to be there for Uncle Tommy.

Central Park

Lunar Palaver

On the day of the Lunar Palaver—a big Squirrel Quarrels event—Cole has a run-in with a racist lady in the
park.



Cobra Kai

Head Of The Snake

A fight night erupts in the Valley as Johnny, Daniel, Chozen and their students summon all their skills and
strength to expose Terry and take him down.

The Conners

Dating, Drinking And Grifter Logic

Neville confronts Jackie about loaning Dan money; Darlene attempts to play matchmaker for Mark.

The Conners

Double Honeymoon And Seeing Double

In an effort to save money, Darlene and Ben join Jackie and Neville on a joint honeymoon, where the
newlyweds' cost-saving measures contribute to a tension-filled getaway; Dan, Becky, Harris, Mark and
Beverly Rose go to a water park.

The Conners

Hiding In And Moving Out

Harris takes her anger out on Darlene; Dan and Louise spend an entire day in bed together.

The Conners

Road Trip And Guilt Trip

Dan and Jackie take a road trip to a hardware wholesaler in Oklahoma; Darlene heads out of town and
leaves behind a plethora of to-do notes for Becky and Ben.

The Conners

What’s So Funny About Peas, Love And Understanding?

Darlene figures out a new plan to afford Mark's college tuition; Jackie and Louise try to help Becky meet a
new guy.

The Consultant

Creator

Series premiere. After the murder of CompWare CEO Sang-Woo, Regus Patoff, a mysterious consultant,
arrives. Regus immediately takes charge, upending the work force with ruthless demands. While watching
a video recorded in Sang’s office, employees Elaine and Craig discover that Regus, without an
appointment, convinced Sang to sign a contract.

Cyberpunk: Edgerunners

Let You Down

After a night of streaming illegal braindance, David wakes up to reality: a rundown apartment with a
broken washing machine and an overworked mother.

Dave

Looking For Love

Dave’s quest for love reaches its epic conclusion.

Dead To Me

We're Gonna Beat This Thing

Jen mobilizes to support Judy, drawing on everything she learned from her mother. Nick’s tenacity over a
piece of evidence raises concerns for Perez.



Dead To Me

We've Reached The End

On an escape to Mexico, Jen and Judy face the past and make decisions about the future as they forever
cement their ride-or-die friendship.

Digman!

Pilot

Disgraced archaeologist Rip Digman attempts to make a comeback with the help of his overachieving
student, Saltine, by searching the world over for one of history's greatest lost treasures: Hammurabi's Hat.

Duncanville

Throw Momma From The Brain

Duncan sees Annie naked and visits a hypnotist to erase the memories; Jack throws big deck parties.

Emily In Paris

Charade

In between undermining a colleague and helping Gabriel achieve his culinary dream, Emily attends a
celebration in Champagne that takes a shocking turn.

Extraordinary

The Merry Monarch

Desperate to find money for the clinic, Jen proposes a plan to transform Jizzlord back into a cat to win a
prize at a cat show. Jizzlord is not quite as enthused as Jen at the idea of becoming a cat again.

Fairfax

This Binch Is On Fire

A wrongfully accused Derica lands in detention and ends up proving her innocence while making some
unlikely new friends along the way. Meanwhile, Truman puts his legacy on the line to make the most fire
fire-safety video.

Family Guy

A Wife-Changing Experience

Joe accidentally walks in on Lois changing out of her bathing suit, which ends up adding spice to Joe and
Bonnie's marriage while creating tension in Lois and Peter's. Meanwhile, Stewie gets a driveable toy car
and fully leans into the Range Rover lifestyle.

FUBAR

Take Your Daughter To Work Day

Ready to retire, esteemed CIA agent Luke prepares for a peaceful life with his family and ship, but new
revelations at home and work spoil his plans.

The Game

Once Upon A Time On Draft Day

Connecting the past and present, a look back to Draft Day 2017. Tasha works to land a flashy contract for
her new client, Garret inks a deal that'll propel her to mogul status, and Malik tries to gain respect off the
football field.



Ghosts

The Christmas Spirit (Part 2)

Sam and Thorfinn get caught in the crossfire as the scheme Jay's sister, Bela (Punam Patel), and the
ghosts have conjured up goes awry. Isaac's marriage to Beatrice sheds light on how apprehensive he has
been in communicating his feelings to Nigel.

Ghosts

Whodunnit

Sam, Jay and the ghosts go into detective mode when Sam's podcast editor gives her one last episode to
wrap up Alberta's murder. Also, Trevor, Flower and Pete discover an email from a Nigerian prince asking
for help.

Gordita Chronicles

In America Everything Is Possible

A chubby, willful, newly immigrated 12-year-old Dominican girl and her colorful family struggle to fit into
their new home in 1980s Miami.

Grand Crew

Wine & Neighbors

The fellas attend a party hosted by Anthony and Sherm’s neighbor. Nicky’s relationship is put to the test.
Fay jumps back into the dating scene. And there’s wine.

Grand Crew

Wine & Tastings

The crew goes to a wine-tasting event at a very exclusive club. Noah and Sherm enter a winetasting
competition while Anthony and Nicky try to get into the members only area. Wyatt and Kristen just want
some crab cakes. There’s definitely wine in this one.

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

We're Gonna Rule The School

Four outcasts including a braniac good student, a scandal-ridden cynic, a tomboy, and a fashion maven,
navigate the first day of junior year at Rydell High.

The Great

Choose Your Weapon

Catherine is visited by the UK and US ambassadors both wanting her to intervene in the War of
Independence. Maxim takes issue with the public displays of affection between Grigor and Marial.

The Great North

Enough Bed Adventure

The Tobin kids try to talk Beef into replacing his mattress; Honeybee and Wolf go on a journey.

The Great North

A Knife To Remember Adventure

Honeybee and Wolf go to an outback-themed restaurant non-stop; Beef faces his fear of small talk.

The Great North

X-mas With The Skanks Adventure

Beef is not happy that a long lost family friend has shown up at Lone Moose's White Elephant gift
exchange; Moon rescues a reindeer.



Harlem

Pride

Camille is summoned by Dr. Pruitt, Tye is Quinn’s reluctant tour guide for her first Pride as a member of
the community, and Angie waits for an important call.

Harley Quinn

Harley Quinn: A Very Problematic Valentine's Day Special

Harley goes overboard in her attempts to give Ivy the best Valentine’s Day ever. Bane’s efforts to impress
an unexpected date go horribly awry. Clayface engages in some self-love.

Hello Tomorrow!

The Numbers Behind The Numbers

Turning the greatest setback of your career into your greatest opportunity is the mark of a true winner.

Home Economics

Novel Signed By Author, $22.19

At a bookstore reading of his new novel on Halloween, Tom meets his biggest fan. The family suspects she
might be a stalker, but she turns out to be something even more shocking.

Home Economics

Wheel Of Vegan Brie, $24

At Thanksgiving, Tom, Sarah, and Connor feel threatened by their newly-discovered half sister. But Marina
and Denise see her as a potential recruit for the Normals.

HouseBroken

Who's Obsessed? (A Lifetime Original)

When Chief joins a walking group, a beautiful dog named Ruby tries to get close to him, but her intentions
are not what they seem; Elsa's quest to make female friends gets derailed when she becomes suspicious of
Ruby.

How I Met Your Father

Daddy

Sophie goes to Robert's country house for the weekend. The gang celebrates Lost & Found Box Day at
Pemberton's.

Johnson

Altar Call

Omar finally attends church and gives a powerful testimony that shocks everyone. Keith vulnerably
professes his feelings for Jackee through poetry. Jarvis learns some truths that changes everything he
thought he knew about his family history.

Jury Duty

Ineffective Assistance

Defendant Trevor’s mother and best friend each testify, hurting his defense. Trevor’s lawyer makes him
look even worse. Jeannie’s happy that Heidi dumped Noah. Ronald helps James with his audition while
James clogs up Ronald’s toilet. Noah asks James to jump on the bed while he has sex with Jeannie.



A League Of Their Own

Perfect Game

Season finale. Carson sends Charlie home so she can focus on the championship. In game five, The
Peaches have an epic reunion with Jo when she scores the final home run. Max leaves town with Red
Wright’s All-Stars unaware that Clance is pregnant. Carson and Greta struggle with what’s next.

Little Demon

Domestic Disturbance Vlll

Laura and Chrissy's disagreement over a dirty dish spirals into all out mother-daughter war.

Loot

Pilot

Molly Novak's life is thrown into upheaval when she discovers her billionaire husband is cheating on her.

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Cheating

When a visiting veterinarian takes an interest in Mayan, she worries that she might be destined to repeat
the Lopez legacy of cheating, dating all the way back to her Aztec ancestor Tonto Tecate-Can.

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Last Call

George hits the bottle, and Mayan hits her limit with his behavior. Rosie is jealous when Chance announces
George is his hero.

Los Espookys

Bibi’s

Andrés searches for a new place to live as Tati’s marriage deteriorates. Meanwhile, Los Espookys create a
monster named Bibi’s.

Love, Victor

Brave

The Winter Carnival brings all of our characters back to where the series started. As they consider their
plans past high school, they each have decisions about who they want to be with, and where their futures
may lead.

Lucky Hank

George Saunders

When George Saunders visits Railton College, the professors scramble to impress the celebrated writer,
while Hank is reminded of his own failed writing career. Hank and Lily anticipate an announcement from
their daughter Julie.

Mammals

Episode 1

Jamie’s world is thrown upside down when an idyllic holiday results in tragic loss which exposes shocking
secrets about his wife, Amandine.



The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Four Minutes

Series finale. Midge lands a spot on The Gordon Ford Show. Minutes before air, Gordon drops a bomb:
Midge will appear as a writer, not as a comic. Will Midge go along with this bait and switch, or will she
break the rules, grab the mic, and claim center stage?

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Testi-Roastial

It’s 1990 and the air is crackling with comedy gold. New York’s show business elite have descended upon
the Friars Club to roast legendary manager Susie Myerson. Old friends and competitors pile on the playful
insults, regaling the room with three decades of masterful dealmaking, broken friendships and shocking
revelations.

Mike Judge's Beavis And Butt-Head

Meditation Sucks & Polling Place

Beavis and Butt-Head try to empty their minds and find they are surprisingly good at it. Beavis and Butt-
Head mistake their neighbourhood polling place for a strip club.

Mo

Hamoodi

Living in Texas, Mo loses his job at a mobile store and looks for a new gig as his Palestinian family waits on
their pending asylum request.

The Ms. Pat Show

Don't Touch My Hair

Terry makes a remark that dredges up painful memories from Pat's childhood about Black women's hair.

Mulligan

The Great Mulligan

After blowing up an alien army and saving humanity from extinction, regular guy Mulligan must figure out
how to lead his fellow survivors as president.

Mythic Quest

Across The Universe

As David stewards Mythic Quest, Ian and Poppy consider offers for their offshoot game. Jo assembles the
entire team for C.W.’s celebration.

Never Have I Ever

...Been Slut-Shamed

At last, Devi is dating her dream guy, but some catty gossip has her worried about taking things slow.
Nalini urges Kamala to rethink a decision.

Never Have I Ever

...Lived The Dream

The end of the school year has the Sherman Oaks crew all up in their feels. Devi is torn between planning
the future and enjoying the present.



Night Court

Pilot

Judge Abby Stone follows in the footsteps of her late father Harry Stone as she takes over the night shift of
a Manhattan arraignment court. When the court finds itself in need of a public defender, Abby sees
potential in an unlikely candidate: former night court prosecutor Dan Fielding.

Not Dead Yet

Pilot

Nell Serrano is struggling and alone after her career and engagement fall apart. A once-successful
journalist, she takes the only job she can get - writing obituaries - which at first seems like a step
backward but ultimately might be exactly what she needs to move forward.

Only Murders In The Building

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

The Other Two

Cary & Brooke Go To An AIDS Play

As Cary tries to take control of his relationship by making in-roads with Lucas’s representation, Brooke is
pulled back into her manager role when Chase falls for a normal girl.

The Outlaws

Episode Six

Out of options and time, the outlaws must take extreme measures. But with the eyes of the public and the
police on them, can they together pull off the con to end all cons?

Party Down

Once Upon A Time 'Proms Away' Prom-otional Event

Lydia, worried that daughter Escapade missed her childhood, plans a prom promotional event for her new
movie. Meanwhile, Ron schemes to impress a studio PR bigwig who could make or break Party Down.

Physical

Don't You Want Me

Sheila has replaced her former vice with a new one, while her frustration with Danny builds.

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin

Backpfeifengesicht

When Bumper Allen gets a chance to pursue his dreams of becoming a pop star, he abandons his life
working as a security guard and moves to Berlin.

Poker Face

Dead Man's Hand

Series premiere. When Natalie, a casino housekeeper trapped in an abusive marriage, meets an untimely
end, Charlie Cale, a casino cocktail waitress with an uncanny knack for identifying liars, is determined to
get to the truth of what happened to her dear friend, even if it endangers her own life.



Poker Face

Escape From Shit Mountain

After climbing out of a hole in the woods, Charlie is stranded with mysterious injuries in a motel during a
blizzard. To survive the night, she must decipher the deadly tension between her questionable companions,
a bigmouthed pickpocket, a bitter motel manager and a scary guy with an ankle monitor.

Poker Face

The Orpheus Syndrome

When Arthur, a reclusive former special effects artist unearths a decades old project to find closure from
the guilt of a fatal on-set accident, he discovers that it was no accident and that his former partner Laura is
responsible. Charlie, Arthur’s new assistant, is left to unravel Laura’s deadly cover-up.

Primo

Big Eyes

Rafa considers signing up for a college prep program amidst competing opinions from his single mom Drea
and his five opinionated uncles.

Rain Dogs

Jesus Loves A Hustler

As he pines for a phone call from Costello, Selby acclimates to his new reality. Meanwhile, Costello has
found a safe space to land, but must continue to hustle to make a living. Gloria wavers over a life-altering
decision.

Ramy

Limoges

Egypt will be just like America.

Rap Sh!t

Something For The City

Stuck at a dead-end hotel job while her long-distance boyfriend attends law school, aspiring rapper
Shawna spontaneously invites her estranged friend Mia out for drinks – yielding surprising results.

Rap Sh!t

Something For The Hood

As the duo get more serious about their music, Shawna dives deeper into a scheme to help cover costs.
Meanwhile, Mia fields a proposal from her promoter friend Chastity.

Reboot

Step Right Up

When a young writer sells the pitch for the reboot of an early 2000s sitcom, the show's actors must come
back together and face their unresolved issues.

Reboot

Who's The Boss

Bree gets hit with surprising news during an on-camera interview just as Reed gets a surprise visitor; Clay
struggles with buying a house; Hannah and Gordon learn that there's been a regime change at Hulu that
does not bode well for the show.



The Rehearsal

The Fielder Method

Nathan travels to LA to train actors for his show.

The Rehearsal

Orange Juice, No Pulp

Nathan Fielder helps a Brooklyn-based trivia aficionado come clean to his teammate about a long-held lie.

Reservation Dogs

Mabel

The village comes together to send Mabel on her journey.

Reservation Dogs

Offerings

With a letter from Daniel, Willie Jack seeks guidance from the past.

Resident Alien

The Alien Within

Halloween comes to Patience as Harry sheds his human mask.

Resident Alien

I Believe In Aliens

Harry comes face to face with his greatest enemy and makes a big decision that may affect Earth forever.

The Resort

The Disappointment Of Time

Emma and Noah, a couple that’s become complacent in their relationship, celebrate their 10-year
anniversary in Mexico; the all-inclusive vacation takes a wild turn after Emma finds an old cellphone in the
jungle.

The Resort

The Disillusionment Of Time

After finding the entrance to the passage in the jungle, the group gets some answers about what happened
to Sam and Violet in the past.

Rick And Morty

Analyze Piss

Obnoxious viIlains keep picking fights with Rick.

Royal Crackers

Craftopia

When Matt's computer is destroyed by an internet prankster named Zane, he takes a job at Royal Crackers
to save enough money to buy a replacement.

Rutherford Falls

Adirondack S3

Reagan and Terry work as TV cultural consultants; Nathan and Bobbie seek a campaign donation.



Rutherford Falls

The New Curator

Nathan considers an opportunity to run for mayor; Reagan struggles to hire new staff.

Schmigadoon!

Over And Done

Season finale. Will there be a happy ending? Josh and Melissa are presented with a life-changing choice.

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Doppelbanger

Bela seizes an opportunity when a late-night comic visits campus. Kimberly attempts to prove she hasn’t
been med-zoned by Jackson. Whitney fights to contribute to a group assignment. Leighton pursues a
junior… who reminds her of herself.

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

Ribbit And Rip It

She-Hulk represents Leap-Frog who was injured due to a malfunction in his custom-made super suit.

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

Whose Show Is This?

Jen finds herself in trouble with the law and struggles to pick up the pieces of her life.

Shrinking

Coin Flip

Jimmy, a therapist mourning his wife, takes a more proactive approach with his patients in the hopes that
helping them will help himself.

Single Drunk Female

Shiva

When a member of her AA group dies, Sam attends the wake. This dredges up unresolved feelings over the
death of her father that Sam is still not prepared to deal with.

Sisters

Passing Through

The sisters are on the road but it isn’t long before they find themselves in a compromising position.

Slip

The Dakini

Having hit rock bottom, Mae must face her choices, and herself.

So Help Me Todd

Pilot

Meticulous attorney Margaret Wright decides to hire her scruffy son Todd as her law firm's in-house
investigator - after he successfully locates her missing husband.

Solar Opposites

Hululand

A family of aliens move to middle America, where they debate whether life is better there or on their home
planet.



Somebody Somewhere

Keys Phone Cash ID

While on their way to Wichita, Sam and Tricia finally tell Mary Jo why they’re temporarily moving her from
the care facility. After accidentally blowing his own cover stalking Brad, Joel opens up about his personal
crisis stemming from Fred’s upcoming wedding.

South Park

The Worldwide Privacy Tour

The prince of Canada and his wife try to find privacy and seclusion in a small mountain town.

South Side

Heartless

Q enlists Simon and K's help to cover for an AWOL member of the team. After their squad car is stolen,
Sergeant Turner finds herself covering for Officer Goodnight... again.

Sprung

Chapter One

Released from prison after 26 years due to coronavirus mandates, Jack has no place to live. His cellmate
Rooster offers his mom Barb’s place. They also take in Gloria, an inmate Jack catfished. Barb’s house
comes with a price tag as she now expects this motley crew to commit crimes.

Star Trek: Lower Decks

The Stars At Night

Captain Freeman and her crew go on a journey to find Mariner and make amends with her.

Ted Lasso

So Long, Farewell

Season finale. AFC Richmond play their final match of the season.

That '90s Show

Step By Step

Ozzie's efforts to set up Kitty's new computer put Leia in an awkward position. An ad for a free jacuzzi
lands Nate and Jay in hot water.

That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

This Fool

Los Botes

Luis finds himself in an unlikely alliance with Maria; Julio finds himself desperate to be thought of as a nice
guy, with increasingly disastrous consequences.

Tuca & Bertie

The Mole

Tuca's in trouble and Bertie has to dive deep to understand how to help her! Speckle does some wild stuff
too!



Tulsa King

Go West, Old Man

Dwight, blindsided by the news that his mob family has nothing left for him in New York, is sent to Tulsa,
Oklahoma. As he settles in and surveys his new surroundings, Dwight wastes no time making new
associates.

Uncoupled

Chapter 1

Michael plans an elaborate surprise party for Colin's milestone birthday, but the night takes a devastating
turn after a shocking revelation.

Uncoupled

Chapter 8

Michael prepares to face his ex at the Jonathans' wedding, where he hopes to negotiate a buy-out on
Colin's share of the apartment; Suzanne adjusts to her son having identified his birth father; Stanley
receives a sobering diagnosis from his doctor.

Unprisoned

Repetition Compulsion

Straight off a 17-year stint in federal prison, Edwin Alexander crashes back into the lives of his daughter
Paige, and her teenage son, Finn, just as Paige is attempting to achieve her lifelong dream of buying her
own home.

Unstable

Unstable

Reeling from a tragedy, Ellis struggles to focus at work as a major project looms, forcing Anna to reach out
to Ellis' son Jackson for help.

Up Here

Lindsay

When a long forgotten dream is reawakened, Lindsay decides to leave her small life in small-town Vermont
to find out who she really is and what she really wants.

The Upshaws

The Unforgiven

With Bennie and Lucretia in a pinch, a jobless Regina must drum up cash fast — and try to hide the
situation from the kids.

Velma

Velma

After teenage outcast Velma Dinkley is accused of killing a popular classmate, she has just 24 hours to find
the real murderer. There's only one problem: Velma has sworn off solving mysteries - forever.

Wednesday

Wednesday's Child Is Full Of Woe

When a deliciously wicked prank gets Wednesday expelled, her parents ship her off to Nevermore
Academy, the boarding school where they fell in love.



Welcome To Flatch

Flatch: Churn Here

It is time for Kelly and Barb to prove why Flatch should be the permanent home of the Butter Bust Museum
and she is willing to do whatever it takes! Meanwhile, Shrub has big news to deliver to Lloyd and Mandy is
in charge of blessing the town’s animals.

Welcome To Flatch

Welcome To (Barb) Flatch

A lot has changed since the documentary crew last checked in on Flatch. Kelly is changing diapers, Cheryl
and Joe are raising baby chickens, and Shrub is courting Beth. In the season premiere episode, Flatch
royalty Barb Flatch herself makes a triumphant return to her hometown to shake things up.

What We Do In The Shadows

Go Flip Yourself

The mansion gets a makeover.

What We Do In The Shadows

Private School

The vampires endure the private school admissions interview process.

Young Rock

False Ceilings

Florida, 2000: With his Hollywood prospects on the upswing, Dwayne makes good on a long-standing
promise to his family. As the Johnsons reflect on how far they’ve come, Dwayne can’t help wondering if
there’s something bigger for him on the horizon. 

Young Rock

Night Of The Chi-Chi's

Bethlehem, 1988: Teenage Dwayne is locked in with his father overnight when Rocky agrees to industrial
clean a restaurant. In 2033, Dwayne feels nostalgia for a vintage arcade game he finds far from home.

Young Sheldon

A Launch Party And A Whole Human Being

Mandy goes into labor.

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series

Andor

One Way Out

As the Narkina 5 inmates engineer a harrowing escape, Cassian learns he can lead and inspire. Shot-caller
Kino Loy finds his voice. In Coruscant, Luthen articulates the cost of his double life.

Andor

Rix Road

The hunt for Cassian, by both Empire and Rebels, intensifies in the wake of his mother’s death. He returns
to Ferrix and rescues Bix. Maarva’s funeral becomes more than civic ritual; her self-eulogy ignites the
flames of unrest into outright rebellion. Back in Coruscant, Mon Mothma makes a heartbreaking sacrifice.

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

A Vile Hunger For Your Hammering Heart

Claudia leaves home for a college sojourn and to learn more about vampires. Meanwhile, Louis and Lestat
live through the Depression and received surprising news from Louis' sister. When Claudia returns,
tensions in the family come to a boiling point.

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

The Witching Hour

Neurosurgeon Rowan Fielding has a problem - when she gets mad, she kills with her mind. Her search for
answers sends her toward her secretive biological family. In New Orleans, Deirdre Mayfair is desperate to
escape from her aunt’s oppressive house.

Bad Sisters

The Prick

John Paul is dead. The Garvey sisters think it’s all behind them—but the insurance men have questions.

Bel-Air

Don’t Look Back

The Banks family comes together for the announcement of the Founder's Award; Will embraces moving
forward in an unexpected way.

Better Call Saul

Breaking Bad

Emboldened by recent successes, the partners escalate their enterprise to new levels.

Better Call Saul

Fun And Games

Gus attempts to smooth things over with the cartel while Mike ties up loose ends north of the border.

Better Call Saul

Nippy

A lost dog leads to a new friend. A new player gets in the game.

Better Call Saul

Point And Shoot

An unexpected visitor forces Jimmy and Kim to face the consequences of their actions.



Better Call Saul

Saul Gone

The series finale.

BMF

New Beginnings

Meech and Terry finally handle Detective Bryant, Lamar, and B-Mickie before charting the next big step for
BMF’s expansion, which will change the course of their relationship forever.

The Boys

Barbary Coast

The Boys unearth dark memories from Mallory's past to learn the truth about what happened to Soldier
Boy. Meanwhile, Homelander throws off the shackles that have bound him from being the malevolent
sociopath he yearns to be, as Starlight decides to do whatever it takes to win.

The Boys

Herogasm

Butcher and Hughie shoot up V24 as they head to Vermont with Soldier Boy. Starlight and MM discover
that TNT are hosting Herogasm, an annual orgy for supes and sex workers, and potential carnage. As they
all converge on the house of debauchery, Homelander’s arrival leads to the ultimate battle.

The Calling

Blameless And Upright

Avi solves Elisabeth’s disappearance; Paul plans to leave New York; Hanney has a rare moment of honesty.

The Calling

He's Gone

An NYPD detective on a spiritual mission to do justice delves into the life of a missing boy after his mother
reports his disappearance.

The Chi

Overnight Celebrity

Emmett attempts to win Tiff back. Kiesha and her son look to start a new chapter. Jake tries out for the
basketball team. Papa’s makes an announcement at the school pep rally. Jada hits a roadblock in her
relationship with Suede. Douda and an old face return to visit Tracy.

Chicago Fire

Completely Shattered

Kidd recruits Carver, Capp and Tony to help prepare her new lieutenant’s quarters. Severide and Det.
Pryma reluctantly pair up to work a police investigation. Firehouse 51 comes together to fight a movie
theater fire.

Chicago Fire

Nemesis

Severide struggles with the cost of helping Det. Pryma with the Martucci case. Gallo campaigns for
Herrmann to represent 51 at the National Firefighter’s Association’s Winter Conference. A familiar face
makes a shocking return.



Chicago Med

It's An Ill Wind That Blows Nobody Good

A brutal storm rocks Chicago. Will encourages Dr. Grace Song to go against her own findings for the
benefit of their patient. Hannah rushes to the hospital to help Archer’s pregnant patient. Maggie’s concern
for Ben consumes her.

Chicago Med

This Could Be The Start Of Something New

Will relies on Crockett and Med’s newly donated OR 2.0 to save his patient. Charles helps an elderly
confused patient who’s mourning the loss of his high school sweetheart. As their wedding day approaches,
Ethan and April run into some roadblocks.

Chicago P.D.

Trapped

After a brutal shooting, Burgess and Ruzek find themselves trapped aboard the busy L subway train. As
they piece together scant evidence, the team is drawn into a dark family drama. Burgess’ proximity to the
shooting triggers harsh memories.

Chucky

Chucky Actually

Back in Hackensack for the holidays, the 3 Amigos receive a special gift. Tiffany plots her escape.

Chucky

Goin’ To The Chapel

Ade due Damballa! The survivors band together with Father Bryce to perform an exorcism.

Citadel

Time Renders Us Enemies

Nadia, Kyle and Carter are forced to work together to escape from Manticore and protect the X Case. With
Carter and Kyle suspecting Nadia of being the Citadel mole, she finally reveals that she secretly had Kyle’s
daughter 8 years ago. And now Dahlia informs Kyle that she’s kidnapped her.

City On Fire

We Have Met The Enemy, And He Is Us

A shooting in Central Park upends the lives of a disparate group of New Yorkers.

The Company You Keep

Pilot

The Company You Keep follows con man Charlie and undercover CIA officer Emma. A night of passion
leads to love between the pair, who are unknowingly on a collision course professionally. A story about two
professional liars who see one another's truth.

The Company You Keep

The Truth Shall Set You Free

With the tension between Emma and Charlie starting to thaw, Emma's case against the Maguires hits a
fever pitch forcing her to face the emotional hard truths she's been avoiding. Meanwhile, David has a
moment of honest clarity when it comes to his campaign and his family's dynasty.



Criminal Minds: Evolution

Memento Mori

Rossi will go to any lengths to prove that Elias Voit is Sicarius; Voit turns Rossi into his own worst enemy,
putting his future at the BAU in jeopardy.

The Crown

Gunpowder

The Queen spends quality time with Prince William. On Guy Fawkes Night, fireworks make for a perfect
distraction from Diana's BBC interview.

CSI: Vegas

The Promise

When the body of a young girl who was killed over 40 years ago is discovered at the bottom of Lake Mead,
Max Roby promises her mother, Raquel Williams, that the CSI team will finally find justice for her
daughter.

Dark Winds

Monster Slayer

Navajo Tribal Policeman Joe Leaphorn must solve a series of crimes. He partners with new deputy, Jim
Chee, who is back on the reservation for the first time since he was a child. Together they face down evil
forces both earthly and supernatural.

Dear Edward

Pilot

Edward is nervous for his family's move to LA. Lacey's marriage is strained. Dee Dee and Zoe celebrate.
Edward's flight departs for Los Angeles.

The Diplomat

Lambs In The Dark

At Winfield, President Rayburn's plans in the Gulf have the staff on edge as tensions between a determined
Hal and a strong-willed Kate come to a head.

East New York

There Goes The Neighborhood

The gentrification of East New York figures prominently in a homicide investigation as Haywood tries to link
a real estate developer to the crime. At the same time, a cop who moved into public housing at Haywood’s
behest gets a visit from her mother who’s come to make amends.

Echo 3

Flyaway

In the aftermath of a joyous wedding gone awry, the bride goes missing in South America and the military
men in her family vow to find her.

1899

The Key

Maura tells the passengers an unbelievable truth. Then, their memories shift and Daniel changes a code.
Maura faces an unexpected reality.



The Equalizer

Justified

After she receives a mysterious note, McCall makes the painful discovery that her father's death wasn't a
simple car jacking, but a planned hit, and sets out to take down those responsible. But in her quest for
justice will the Equalizer go too far?

The Equalizer

Never Again

When the Jewish neighborhood Harry grew up in finds itself under horrific antisemitic attacks, Harry and
team set out to catch the perpetrators before the situation escalates. Meanwhile, McCall has to convince
Miles to drop his petition for custody of Delilah, which could potentially expose her as the Equalizer.

Fatal Attraction

Caregiving

The collision course Dan set for everyone around him plays out in both the past and present.

Fatal Attraction

The Watchful Heart

A retelling of Dan and Alex’s wild entanglement from Alex’s perspective.

FBI

Double Blind

As the team works to rescue a 5-year-old kidnapping victim, Scola suspects the boy’s mother isn’t being
forthcoming about why her son was targeted. Also, Nina struggles to open up to Scola about matters in
their relationship.

FBI

Prodigal Son

As the team investigates a deadly robbery that garnered a cache of automatic weapons for the killers, they
discover one of the perps is a classmate of Jubal’s son, who is reluctant to cooperate.

FBI: International

Copper Pots And Daggers

When a former U.S. Marine is detained in Istanbul on a charge of smuggling antiquities, the Fly Team races
against the clock to organize her release before the Turkish police figure out what she was really doing
there.

FBI: International

Don't Say Her Name Again

When a local predator begins extorting underage American girls online, the Fly Team attempts to bring the
offender to justice with on-site help from one of the victims. Also, Kellett decides she should find a
roommate.

FBI: Most Wanted

Appeal

When three prosecutors are assassinated outside a bar in their small Arkansas town, the team is called in
to determine if this was connected to a case from the local DA’s office or a personal vendetta. Ray feels
compelled to help a woman and her young son combat an injustice.



FBI: Most Wanted

Chains

After Hana is kidnapped while trying to help a young girl (guest star Dalya Knapp, Evil) in peril at a rest
stop that’s on the way to her sister’s house in Connecticut, Remy & the team pull out all of the stops to find
her.

Fire Country

Bad Guy

Our firefighter heroes, Bode, Vince, Manny, and their crews tackle a precarious vehicle extraction/rescue of
two siblings where saving one may sacrifice the other. The similarities between these siblings and the night
Riley died trigger emotionally impactful flashbacks for Bode and Vince.

Firefly Lane

The Breast Is Yet To Come

From bra-stuffing to breastfeeding, Kate experiences several bumps in the road on her journey from a self-
conscious teen to a first-time mother.

Firefly Lane

This Must Be The Place

On a special day for the Mularkey family, Tully reflects on decades of work, love, grief and joy alongside
her best friend. Kate faces the unknown.

For All Mankind

Polaris

Nearly 10 years have passed. Danielle and Ed attend a celebration, where things take a terrifying turn.

From

Lullaby

Sara must face the music, as word of her return spreads through town. Jim and Tabitha are faced with a
unique parenting decision. Randall adjusts to life on the bus. Victor and Jade strike an unlikely bargain.

Ginny & Georgia

I'm No Cinderella

As Gil continues to make threats and Cordova closes in, revelations about Georgia's past surface at the
worst possible time.

Godfather Of Harlem

Our Black Shining Prince

Bumpy and Chin enlist Morgenthau's help to prevent Colombo and Battle from bringing in a shipment of
heroin, guns, and cocaine. Stella must choose between Colombo and her father. Meanwhile, Malcolm X
prepares for his speech at the Audubon Ballroom.

The Good Fight

The End Of Everything

The office must survive after being trapped by white supremacists.

The Handmaid's Tale

Motherland

June considers a tempting but risky offer from a surprise visitor. Serena hits rock bottom and searches for
allies.



The Handmaid's Tale

No Man's Land

June and Serena find themselves in a desperate situation.

The Handmaid's Tale

Safe

Under threat, June must find a way to keep herself and her family safe from Gilead and its violent
supporters in Toronto.

High School

Hello, I'm Right Here

As Tegan and Sara begin writing songs together, they grow closer in a completely new way. Feeling cast
aside, Maya tells off Tegan in the school parking lot. Sara bumps into Phoebe. Wanting to spend time with
her again, Sara asks Simone to put Phoebe’s mother at ease about them.

High School

Shock To Your System

Sara and Tegan attend a party, promising their mother Simone no drugs or alcohol. They each set out on
their own but reunite when they do a check-in call while Sara is high. Simone, a social worker studying for
her thesis, becomes distraught when one of her clients passes away.

His Dark Materials

The Botanic Garden

Lyra and Will reunite with Mary and hear a story that changes everything. But, there is one last sacrifice
they must make.

His Dark Materials

Lyra And Her Death

Lyra and Will travel to a dangerous place from which no one has ever returned. Mrs. Coulter tries to thwart
the Magisterium's deadly plan.

House Of The Dragon

Driftmark

As the families gather on Driftmark for a funeral, Viserys calls for an end to infighting and Alicent demands
justice.

House Of The Dragon

The Heirs Of The Dragon

Convinced his wife will soon give birth to a son – cementing his line of succession – King Viserys plans an
extravagant week-long celebratory tournament. Meanwhile, Princess Rhaenyra receives frank words from
her mother about her duty to the realm before welcoming uncle, Prince Daemon, who’s returned for the
festivities.

House Of The Dragon

The Princess And The Queen

Ten years later. After Rhaenyra gives birth to a third son, Alicent continues to fuel speculation about the
princess’ children. Meanwhile, Daemon and Laena weigh an offer from Prince Reggio to move – with their
dragons – to Pentos.



Hunters

The Home

As Jonah attempts to smuggle the greatest evil out of Argentina to meet justice, we travel back in time to
war-torn Germany to the home of a peculiar old couple whose story has reverberations for Jonah’s success
or failure.

Industry

Lone Wolf And Cub

London office confirms its merger with New York, so Harper, Eric, and Rishi pitch their small global force to
rival banks. As Yasmin readies herself for her first client meeting in her new role, she becomes engulfed in
a pressing issue at Pierpoint. Meanwhile, Gus leverages an opportunity for Leo.

Kindred

Dana

LA transplant Dana comes to town expecting a warm welcome from family, but she’s met with quite the
opposite.

The L Word: Generation Q

Last Year

Bette and Tina struggle to reconcile their past and future selves as Angie is dealt a shocking blow on her
first day of college. Meanwhile, Shane adjusts to domestic life with Tess, and Alice questions what she
wants in a partner.

La Brea

The Fog

When a fog falls over the Clearing, Eve leads a defense against a group of invaders, only to encounter a
threat more dangerous than they’ve faced before. In 1988, Josh and Riley pursue a woman who may hold
the key to stopping the impending tidal wave disaster.

La Brea

The Next Day

Desperate to reunite with her son, Eve follows a lead that brings her face-to-face with a ruthless prehistoric
group. Gavin, Izzy and Ella question whether they’re fit to survive in 10,000 BC. Josh and Riley wake up in
an unfamiliar time.

The Last Of Us

Long, Long Time

Doomsday prepper Bill prepares to ride out the apocalypse alone...until a mysterious stranger upends his
plans. Years later, Joel and Ellie seek Bill's guidance – and find themselves at a crossroads.

Law & Order

Fear And Loathing

Cosgrove and Shaw must unravel a string of false crime reports to get to the truth surrounding a respected
doctor's murder; Shaw becomes the target of retaliation when he files a complaint against two patrol
officers.

Law & Order

The System

A suspect arrested for murder escapes police custody after months of waiting for his day in court; as a
hostage situation erupts, Shaw must re-examine his conduct as the arresting officer; Price questions his
faith in the justice system.



Law & Order: Organized Crime

All In The Game

When a member of the task force goes missing, Teddy takes advantage of the chaos to make his escape;
Bell secures a key piece of evidence in her case against Murphy.

Law & Order: Organized Crime

All That Glitters

The task force goes undercover to bust a jewelry operation they come to realize isn’t just smuggling gold.
An unexpected guest from Stabler’s past arrives to help.

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Dutch Tears

A recently released convict goes looking for his arresting officer, Fin Tutuola; Carisi tries to get an arrest
warrant without a positive suspect ID.

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

King Of The Moon

A man with dementia confesses to murder, but Benson and Carisi believe there's more to the case; when
rumors swirl around the squad room, Fin presses Velasco for the truth.

The Legend Of Vox Machina

The Sunken Tomb

Vox Machina explores an ancient temple to search for their first Vestige of Divergence, a legendary weapon
they hope will aid them against the dragons of the Chroma Conclave. As they overcome a series of
dangerous encounters to reach the sunken tomb, one of the team makes a terrible mistake.

Lockwood & Co.

Sweet Dreams

While the team is working to clear up a volatile grave at a cemetery, Lucy hears a voice speak her name.
Ghosts aren't supposed to talk... are they?

Lockwood & Co.

This Will Be Us

After an abrupt end to her ghost-hunting training, Lucy Carlyle flees to London, where she meets two teens
who run a paranormal investigative agency.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Adrift

Galadriel battles the sea with Halbrand, a new alliance. Nori feels compelled to help a stranger who fell
from the sky. Elrond seeks help from his Dwarven friend, Prince Durin, but receives a cold reception.
Arondir searches the tunnels while Bronwyn and Theo battle an Orc that’s invaded their house.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

The Eye

Elrond attempts to barter for mithril, but King Durin declines, leading to a clash between King and Prince.
After the volcanic eruption, Queen Regent Míriel has lost her sight, Elendil learns of Isildur’s death and The
Southlands, now under Adar’s rule, becomes Mordor. Three malevolent beings search for The Stranger.



The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Udûn

Adar and the Orcs descend upon the Southlands where Arondir, Bronwyn and Theo prepare for battle.
Later, having survived two attacks, the Southlanders take refuge in their tavern. As Adar and the Orcs
break down the door, there’s a rumbling in the distance. It’s the Númenorean cavalry led by Galadriel.

Magnum P.I.

Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind

Magnum and Higgins take on a case that sends Higgins inside a psychiatric hospital. Katsumoto and his
son, Dennis, head to the mainland to look at colleges, but their trip takes a harrowing turn when a run-in
with a local turns ugly.

Magnum P.I.

The Passenger

Magnum and Higgins weigh the risks of pursuing a relationship. Rick juggles being a new father and
running La Mariana. Katsumoto tries to figure out his next move.

The Mandalorian

Chapter 19: The Convert

On Coruscant, Dr. Penn Pershing, an ex-Imperial scientist who served under Moff Gideon, navigates a new
life in the New Republic amnesty program. Din Djarin proves his redemption after his pilgrimage to
Mandalore and the Armorer welcomes Bo-Katan - who also bathed in the Living Waters - into the covert.

The Mandalorian

Chapter 23: The Spies

As third season builds towards its climactic end, survivors come out of hiding and Bo-Katan Kryze and Moff
Gideon ascend on opposing sides. Now in possession of the Darksaber, Kryze is ready to unite her people
and retake her homeworld.

Manifest

Inversion Illusion

As the Stones race to find the Omega Sapphire, Ben finds hope in a Calling that reunites him with a
familiar face. Zeke faces a difficult choice.

Manifest

Touch-And-Go

While investigating a Calling, Michaela finds a mysterious stowaway. Ben clings tightly to his beliefs. Cal
comes out of hiding to pursue a lead.

Mayor Of Kingstown

Never Missed A Pigeon

In the wake of the Kingstown Prison riot, violence and chaos ensue in the newly formed tent city. Mike and
Bunny discuss what must be done to solve the leadership void on the inside. Kyle begins his new job with
the Michigan State Police.

A Million Little Things

One Big Thing

A series that began with one friend’s suicide, concludes with the group granting their terminally ill friend
his last wish, to go out on his own terms through assisted suicide. While usually friendship isn’t a big thing,
it’s a million little things.



Mosquito Coast

Positive, Front-Facing Optics

Allie is forced to complete a dangerous task for Casa Roja’s landlord. An unexpected guest throws Margot
and the kids’ lives into disarray.

NCIS

Turkey Trot

An assassination attempt at a holiday fun run leads to a family Thanksgiving dinner, attended by Agent
Jessica Knight and forensic scientist Kassel Hines, where the assassin seeks to avenge his brother’s
preventable suicide.

New Amsterdam

Give Me A Sign

Max goes on a mission to make New York safer. Iggy helps a family come to terms with their deaf child’s
inability to communicate.

New Amsterdam

How Can I Help?

In the series finale, everyone’s story reaches a surprising yet inevitable conclusion.

The Night Agent

The Call

While working the night action desk, FBI agent Peter receives a distress call and is soon put in charge of
protecting cybersecurity expert Rose.

9-1-1

In A Flash

A dry thunderstorm brings in a series of lightning strike emergencies and leaves a first responder's life
hanging in the balance. Athena and May go undercover at a rehab facility to help Bobby investigate his
sponsor's death.

9-1-1: Lone Star

Double Trouble

The 126 race to rescue a woman with an arrow shot into her head. Judd is doubly surprised by news Wyatt
shares. Mateo helps a family member in need and comes to regret it.

1923

1923

1923 follows a new generation of Duttons. Jacob quashes a dispute between cattle ranchers and sheep
herders. Cara informs Liz of the sacrifices of marrying into the Dutton family. Meanwhile, another Dutton
finds himself far from home.

The Old Man

I

When Dan Chase's past catches up to him, he must flee the town he's called home for three decades.

One Of Us Is Lying

Simon Says Game Over

The Murder Club hatches a risky plan to stop Simon Says, but what they don’t know could hurt them.



One Of Us Is Lying

Simon Says Ho Ho Ho!

As Bayview celebrates the holidays, the Murder Club makes a difficult and shocking decision.

The Orville: New Horizons

Midnight Blue

The Orville crew visits Heveena’s sanctuary world and embarks on a journey that may leave the entire
Union more vulnerable.

The Orville: New Horizons

A Tale Of Two Topas

Tensions between Kelly and the Moclans result when she helps Topa prepare for the Union Point entrance
exam.

Outer Banks

Secret Of The Gnomon

The Pogues' search for El Dorado brings them deep into the jungle, where John B and Sarah face the
ultimate test of their courage and family bonds.

P-Valley

Pussyland

Still reeling from the events of Murda Night, the Pynk family faces off against a new foe: Rona.

Paper Girls

Blue Tongues Don't Lie

Mac reunites with the grown-up version of her brother Dylan and is stunned to learn how her family turned
out. Tiff, KJ, and the Erins meet a stranger who might be the ticket back to 1988.

Peaky Blinders

Gold

Tommy races to find Esme. In his stead, Ada introduces Jack Nelson to Mosley and Diana. Arthur meets a
recovered addict who understands his struggle.

The Peripheral

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.

Perry Mason

Chapter Sixteen

As their final day in court nears, Mateo and Rafael prepare for the worst, while Perry, Della, and Paul work
with an unlikely ally to sway the prosecution’s hand. After making his closing arguments, Perry must face
the consequences of his relentless pursuit of justice.

The Power

The Day Of The Girls

Tunde documents a growing Saudi protest after a young woman is beaten for her EOD. Violence breaks
out. At the convent, Sister Veronica wants Allie to leave, but she fights back after saving Luanne during a
seizure. Roxy and her brothers pursue one of the men who killed her mother.



Power Book II: Ghost

Sacrifice

The feds apply pressure to get their suspect to flip. Dru’s suddenly erratic behavior leads the Castillos to
grow suspicious. As Tate prepares to go up against his political opponent, Harper brings his ethics into
question.

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

If Y'Don't Know, Now Y'Know

Decidedly his own man, Kanan strays further from his mother and sets up shop on his own on the corners
of South Jamaica. Worried about retaliation, Raq questions Unique. Lou’s rift with Raq grows when he
makes a discovery.

Quantum Leap

Ben, Interrupted

When Ben lands in a 1950s psychiatric institution, he must engineer a daring escape for Judith, a young
woman unjustly committed by her husband. Things get complicated, however, when Ben's time travel
antagonist - Leaper X - appears in the leap, claiming he's here to help Ben save Judith...

Quantum Leap

Let Them Play

Ben finds himself in the body of a high school basketball coach, whose daughter is trans, on his team, and
faces prejudice from the community.

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Crown Jewels

Charlotte demands a declaration from George ahead of the future king's arrival. Lady Danbury and Princess
Augusta cross swords over the Great Experiment.

Queen Sugar

For They Existed

As the series comes to a close, the Bordelons make one final attempt to get their land back.

Queer As Folk

Babylon

Brodie returns to New Orleans and finds his life irrevocably changed after a night out at Babylon with
Ruthie, Shar, Noah, Julian, Mingus and Daddius.

Queer As Folk

Pretend You’re Someone Else

The gang rides on a Mardi Gras float, where Brodie and Ruthie find they cannot escape each other -- or
their past; Mingus finds solace in sex; Marvin butts heads with Ali and Shar; Noah brings Julian to lunch
with his dad.

Rabbit Hole

The Person In Your Ear

Weir is in go-mode to unveil the truth behind Valence's shocking death and enlists Hailey’s help to exploit a
member of Crowley’s network. Edward Homm may finally be ready to cooperate. Weir's ex-wife is dragged
back into his world of secrets, and we see a new side of The Intern.



Rabbit Hole

Pilot

John Weir navigates the twisting, turning universe of deception as both a victim and master. But after what
appears to be another successful day on the job, his world is blown to pieces.

Reasonable Doubt

Already Home

With the jury out to deliberate, Jax is kidnapped. She must figure out her future as a new case close to
home comes to light.

Reasonable Doubt

Can't Knock The Hustle

Jax Stewart, a brilliant and fearless defense attorney in Los Angeles, juggles work, family, friends, and a
complicated personal life while bucking the justice system every chance she gets as she’s faced with a
potential high-profile client.

The Recruit

I.N.A.S.I.A.L.

Thrown into the deep end during his first week at the CIA, rookie lawyer Owen Hendricks quickly gets in
over his head when he uncovers a possible threat.

Riches

Forgive, Maybe. Forget, Never

A light at the end of the tunnel emerges as Alesha, Gus and Wanda finally get Stephen’s safe open, though
Alesha is baffled by what she finds. On the back of Alesha’s discovery, Claudia rushes home. With Simon,
Nina confronts Oyin. With the thief revealed, Nina goes after the culprit.

Saint X

Faraway

Emily learns the truth from Clive. All is revealed about what actually happened that fateful night on
Faraway Cay.

The Sandman

The Sound Of Her Wings

Feeling a bit rudderless, Morpheus shadows his hard-working big sister, who offers him advice and
encourages him to reconnect with an old acquaintance.

School Spirits

My So-Called Death

While acclimating to purgatory at Split River High, Maddie becomes determined to solve the mystery of her
disappearance. While observing those she left behind, Maddie begins to realize everyone is not as honest
and loyal as she once thought.

See

I See You

Series finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.



The Serpent Queen

A Queen Is Made

The planned kidnapping of King Francis goes awry but Catherine devises a new plan to allow her control of
the country.

Servant

Awake

Sean and Julian open up about a secret.

Shadow And Bone

Ni Weh Sesh (I Have No Heart)

Alina and Mal's journey to locate the elusive third amplifier leads to shocking revelations. The Crows run
into trouble while breaking and entering.

Shantaram

The Three Nos

After escaping an Australian prison, Lin embraces a new life in India, where he soon becomes entangled in
a web of love and deceit.

Slow Horses

Last Stop

Jackson Lamb is on high alert after a former spy is found dead. Min and Louisa are tempted by an offer
from outside Slough House.

Snowfall

The Struggle

The Snowfall saga comes to an end.

Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced as the saga of Star Trek: The Next Generation
comes to a conclusion.

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

Succession

Connor's Wedding

Before heading to Europe to meet with Matsson face-to-face, Logan tasks Roman with implementing an
unsavory first step in his strategic refocus. Meanwhile, Connor fixates on minutia at his wedding. Later, the
siblings bond when they get news that Logan has become ill mid-flight.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer House

It’s the first real day of summer: the day Belly, her brother, and her mother head to Cousins beach to stay
with Susannah Fisher, who’s like Belly’s second mother, and her boys. Belly’s been going to Cousins since
she before was born, but something about this summer feels different.



Surface

Invictus

Sophie's physical wounds have healed, but she's still plagued by memory loss and a feeling that her life is
not as it seems.

Tell Me Lies

And I'm Sorry If I Dissed You

Lucy confronts Stephen about what she found at Macy’s memorial.

The Terminal List

Transience

The FBI's manhunt intensifies as they close in on Reece who has fled to a state park north of San
Francisco. Without his medications, Reece's physical and mental symptoms escalate as he tries to reach Liz
in San Rafael. Surrounded by law enforcement, Reece sets off explosives, causing a landslide.

Three Pines

White Out - Part 1

Gamache earns the displeasure of General Director Francoeur when he ignores his superior’s orders and
begins investigating the disappearance of Blue Two-Rivers. As a punishment, he’s dispatched to the remote
village of Three Pines to investigate the murder of a wealthy socialite named CC de Poitiers.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Falcon

Season 3 premiere: Jack Ryan investigates a secret plan to restore the Soviet Empire through war,
embarking on a dangerous op helped by Rome Station Chief Elizabeth Wright and Head of Russia House
James Greer. Meanwhile, an assassination on home soil forces Czech President Alena Kovac into a
dangerous position.

Truth Be Told

Freedom Is Never Given; It Is Won

Poppy reveals her suspect to Markus—and risks her career with a bold tactic. Shreve's confrontation with a
politician leads to an arrest.

The Umbrella Academy

Meet The Family

After averting a doomsday in Dallas, the Umbrella siblings return to a very different Academy — now ruled
by the powerful and hostile Sparrows.

Vampire Academy

Beyond The Wards

Rose and Lissa's quest for answers leads them beyond the borders of the world they've always known;
Victor makes a final, desperate push for the throne.

Vampire Academy

Near Guard, Far Guard

Rose proves she's a great leader, but at a terrible cost; taking control of her life, Lissa makes a radical
decision; Victor takes a stand.



Vikings: Valhalla

The Web Of Fate

Olaf lands in a terrible position after Forkbeard invades Kattegat. In hiding, Freydis and Harald must decide
whether to fight for the throne or flee.

Waco: The Aftermath

Truths And Consequences

In the wake of the deadly siege at Waco, FBI negotiator Gary Noesner contends with finger pointing, and
his own guilt. With national tensions flying high, the surviving Branch Davidians arrive in court where their
trial is set to begin.

The Walking Dead

Rest In Peace

Daryl and Carol rush Judith to the hospital; Rosita, Eugene, and Gabriel search for Coco; Maggie and
Negan take arms against Pamela; the heroes assemble for one last stand.

The Way Home

The Day The Music Died

While Alice says goodbye to the past, Kat is still determined to change it. But in trying to stop her father
Colton’s mysterious 2000 death, Kat and Alice unwittingly seal his fate. And Del relives her own memories
of husband Colton’s final hours as she finally decides to move forward

The Way Home

Mothers And Daughters

After Kat Landry moves home to small town New Brunswick with teen daughter, Alice, to live with her
estranged mother, Del, three generations of a family torn apart by loss get an unexpected second chance…
when Alice falls through time and befriends her own mom as a teenager in 1999.

Welcome To Hope

Alternate Pathways

John and Abe's relationship reaches a tipping point, so John finds himself looking for a new job and a place
to live.

Westworld

The Auguries

Hello again. Don’t worry about a thing. It’s all in your head.

The White Lotus

Arrivederci

Hoping to help Lucia, Albie asks Dominic for a karmic payment. With Portia still unreachable, Tanya grows
increasingly wary of Quentin’s motives. Consumed with doubts, Ethan confronts Cameron…and gets
unexpected advice from Daphne. After an eventful night, Valentina gives Mia a chance.

Wicked City

Family Secrets

A group of urban witches push their powers to new heights and uncover dark secrets that attract
dangerous enemies their way.



Will Trent

A Bad Temper And A Hard Heart

When an APD agent goes missing, Will examines the crime scene and locates a secret message putting him
back on the path to justice; with his lineage in question, Will realizes the answers he seeks have been in
front of him all along.

Will Trent

Pterodactyls Can Fly

A trailer park massacre leaves a young boy without his family and Will, strongly opposed to leaving him, as
a temporary guardian. Meanwhile, Faith receives a visit from her mother and Angie spirals from incidents
of her past.

Wolf Pack

Trophic Cascade

Ramsey has the arson suspect in her custody, but the pack finds suspect of their own as Garrett learns a
surprising truth about his children.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga

Triumph

RZA pushes his musicianship to new heights as he creates Wu-Tang Forever with a studio orchestra, but
the recording process strains the Clan. As tensions boil over during their biggest tour yet, RZA is concerned
about Wu-Tang's future and legacy.

Yellowjackets

Burial

Sometimes the best therapy is cranking the hits to eleven, so today we’re exploring the hardcore kid-care
revival movement, 11 o’clock theatrical birdcore numbers, some late hits of the renovationwave era, flower
duets, and a classic live record.

Yellowjackets

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.

Yellowstone

Horses In Heaven

John makes swift changes at the Capitol; later, he receives some advice from Senator Perry; the venom
between Jamie and Beth reaches a boiling point.

You

The Death Of Jonathan Moore

With love and loss weighing heavily on his mind, Joe commits a final act in hopes of never walking down
the same path again.

Your Honor

Part Twenty

Michael exposes shocking information that impacts everyone. A startling revelation pushes Fia to make a
life-altering decision. Big Mo proposes a deal with Jimmy Baxter. Gina manipulates her father Carmine to
make a move of her own. Season finale.



End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

Accused

Brenda's Story

When brash, promiscuous standup comic, Brenda Kramer (played by Whitney Cummings) is raped by
fellow comedian Brian Tanner, she presses charges, but it is Brenda who is put on trial.

Accused

Scott's Story

A father confronts the limits of unconditional love when he discovers his own teenage son may be planning
an unimaginable crime.

Adult Swim Yule Log

An innocent yule log video transforms into a horror film as a barrage of terrors (including the titular flying
yule log) besiege a group of vacationers in this live action feature film.

American Horror Stories

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

American Horror Story: NYC

Something's Coming

Mysterious deaths and disappearances ramp up in the city. A doctor makes a frightening discovery, and a
local reporter becomes tomorrow's headline.

Anything's Possible

Anything’s Possible is a modern Gen Z coming-of-age story that follows Kelsa, a confident high school girl
who is trans, as she navigates through senior year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on her, he
musters up the courage to ask her out.

The Bad Seed Returns

After her father’s death, Emma attempts to be a normal teen but the darkness can only be hidden for so
long. When people suspect Emma may not be as innocent as she appears, she slips back to her old ways to
take care of her enemies by any means necessary.

Beavis And Butt-Head Do The Universe

Beavis and Butt-Head go on a Space Shuttle mission in 1998, fall into a black hole, and reemerge on Earth
in 2022, where they are pursued by the NSA, the Governor of Texas, and a highly-intelligent version of
themselves from a parallel universe.

Beef

The Birds Don't Sing, They Screech In Pain

A run-in with a hostile motorist sends Danny into a rage — and a tense chase across town. Amy's
unexpected guest leaves a lasting impression.

The Best Man: The Final Chapters

Paradise

Harper is a best man yet again when his friends reunite in paradise for Quentin's impending nuptials;
Jordan, Lance, Murch, Robyn, Candace and Shelby each react differently to Harper's chance to turn
Unfinished Business into a movie.



The Best Man: The Final Chapters

Pieces Of Us

The friends help Lance as he grapples with a family crisis; at Quentin's, ugly truths unfurl right before a
huge celebration; Harper and Robyn struggle to redefine their relationship; Jordan considers the road less
traveled; Shelby considers reality.

The Best Man: The Final Chapters

Things Fall Apart

Harper and Robyn contend with priorities and conflicts; Candace and Murch discover each other's secrets;
Jordan receives surprising news; Quentin rebels against new boundaries; Lance faces off with LJ; after a
scare, Shelby takes on a caretaker role.

Black Bird

The Place I Lie

Jimmy's mounting fear and paranoia compel him to provoke Larry. McCauley and Miller have a
breakthrough. Larry's therapist grows concerned.

Boston Strangler

A true-crime thriller about two female reporters who became the first journalists to connect the Boston
Strangler murders of the 1960s. Loretta McLaughlin and Jean Cole pursued the story at great personal risk,
putting their own lives on the line in their quest to uncover the truth.

Chloe

There Is A Light

Lonely, Becky spends her life on Chloe’s social media, always on the outside looking in, until the sudden
death of her ex-best friend pulls her into a frenzy to discover the truth behind her death.

A Christmas Story Christmas

Ralphie is all grown up in this sequel in which he must deal with Christmas and all that comes with it, now
as a dad. Peter Billingsley returns to the role.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Bad Meat

After throwing his neighbor off the stench coming from his apartment, Jeff heads to a local bar, where a
stranger takes him up on a tempting offer.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Silenced

Aspiring model Tony moves to Madison and meets Jeff at a bar, beginning a relationship through
handwritten notes that takes a dark turn.

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 5: Fire

Fresh off their hit single, the band comes together to record their first album. When Billy and Daisy refuse
to collaborate on each other’s material, Teddy kicks them out of the studio, demanding a new song.
Meanwhile, Karen agrees, reluctantly, to join Graham and his new girlfriend at the beach.



Dead Ringers

One

Meet the Mantle twins. Beverly (updo) is put-together, shy, quiet. Elliot (hair down) is eccentric, sporadic,
emotional. Beverly miscarries again. The twins secretly switch when Beverly is about to examine television
star Genevieve Cotard. Later, Elliott, Beverly and Joseph meet with heiress Rebecca Parker about investing
in their birthing center.

Do Revenge

After a clandestine run-in, Drea (Alpha, fallen it girl) and Eleanor (beta, new alt girl) team up to go after
each other’s tormentors. Do Revenge is a subverted Hitchcock-ian dark comedy featuring the scariest
protagonists of all: teenage girls.

Documentary Now!

Soldier Of Illusion Part 1 (1983)

In the early 1980s, a visionary German filmmaker tries to will his magnum opus into existence while
working in the remote, punishing conditions of the Russian Ular mountains.

Documentary Now!

Trouver Frisson (2000)

A cinematic icon searches for why she no longer experiences goosebumps.

Documentary Now!

Two Hairdressers In Bagglyport (1994)

A fly-on-the-wall portrait of a hair salon in the small coastal town of Bagglyport as they prepare their
annual stylebook.

Dog Gone

When his beloved dog goes missing, a young man embarks on a search with his parents to find him and
give him life-saving medication.

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Don't Make Me Go

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on a cross
country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the unexpected twists and turns
life has in store.

Echoes

Home

After receiving a disturbing call about her sister's sudden disappearance, one twin returns to her
hometown, where an investigation is already underway.

The English

An aristocratic Englishwoman, Lady Cornelia Locke, and a Pawnee ex-cavalry scout, Eli Whipp, come
together in 1890 mid-America to cross a violent landscape built on dreams and blood.



Extrapolations

2046: Whale Fall

Rebecca, a marine biologist, strives to connect with a humpback whale (voiced by Meryl Streep) before it’s
too late.

Father Of The Bride

Father of the Bride is a modern rom-com updated from the classic that shows the surprising ways the heart
can adapt in the name of love.

Fire Island

Set in the Fire Island Pines, Fire Island is a modern day rom-com inspired by Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice. The story centers around two best friends who set out to have a legendary week-long summer
vacation with the help of cheap rosé and eclectic friends.

Five Days At Memorial

The Reckoning

Pou fights to defend herself. Schafer and Rider push their case forward.

Fleishman Is In Trouble

Me-Time

Libby learns of previously unknown dimensions to the Fleishman divorce.

Florida Man

The Realest Goddamned Place On Earth

Ex-cop Mike seizes an opportunity to pay off his gambling debts and heads to Florida, where he reunites
with his dad and makes a startling discovery.

Flowers In The Attic: The Origin

Part Four: The Martyr

After losing all her children due to tragedy, Olivia’s newfound religious beliefs, and her desire to wreck
vengeance on those around her, drives her to become the most notorious and terrifying version of herself;
a woman capable of locking her own grandchildren in the attic.

A Friend Of The Family

Horseback Riding In American Falls

A trusted family friend picks up Jan after school to go horseback riding, but as nightfall looms and they're
still not home, what seemed like a casual afternoon slowly turns nightmarish.

A Friend Of The Family

Revelation

With Jan home, Bob and Mary Ann take steps toward healing, but as her 16th birthday approaches and the
mission reaches its do-or-die moment, Jan prepares for the worst.

From Scratch

Aftertastes

In Sicily, family ties usher in new beginnings as the next chapter in Amy and Lino's love story unfolds.



George & Tammy

The Race Is On

Up and coming singer Tammy Wynette gets a big break when she’s asked to open for her idol, country
legend George Jones. The two have an immediate romantic connection and undeniable musical chemistry,
but their would-be pairing faces a major obstacle: Tammy’s husband Don Chapel.

Goodnight Mommy

Twin brothers arrive at their mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.

Great Expectations

A coming-of-age story of an orphan, Pip, who yearns for a greater life until a twist of fate shows him a
dark world of possibilities. He is forced to contend with the true cost of this new world and if it will make
him the man he wishes to be.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Autopsy

A seasoned sheriff investigates a dead body in the woods and calls on an old pal, a medical examiner, to
help piece together a series of chilling events.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Outside

Longing to fit in at work, awkward Stacey begins to use a popular lotion that causes an alarming reaction,
while an unnerving transformation takes shape.

Hocus Pocus 2

It’s been 29 years since someone lit the Black Flame Candle and resurrected the wicked 17th-century
Sanderson sisters, and they are looking for revenge. A live-action comedy and sequel to the Halloween
classic.

Honor Society

Honor is an ambitious high school senior focused on getting into an Ivy League college...assuming she can
first score a recommendation from her guidance counselor. Honor concocts a Machiavellian-like plan to
take down her student competitors, until things take a turn when she unexpectedly falls for her biggest
competition.

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

Irma Vep

The Severed Head

When disillusioned A-list Hollywood actress Mira Harberg arrives in Paris for the coveted role of iconic
villainous Irma Vep in a remake of The Vampires, an encounter with her former lover Laurie reignites
dormant passions. Meanwhile, the project’s director René Vidal struggles as production woes threaten to
derail his vision.



Jerry & Marge Go Large

Jerry & Marge Go Large is inspired by the true story of retiree Jerry Selbee, who discovers a mathematical
loophole in the Massachusetts lottery and, with the help of his wife Marge, wins millions and uses the
money to revive their small Michigan town.

Kaleidoscope

Green (7 Years Before The Heist)

A sobering diagnosis pushes Leo to break out of prison with help from a cellmate. After an emotional
reunion on the outside, Leo begins plotting revenge.

Kaleidoscope

White (The Heist)

A master criminal and his crew hatch an elaborate scheme to break into a secure vault, but are forced to
pivot when things don't go according to plan.

Keep Breathing

Arrivals

When a small plane crashes in the middle of the Canadian wilderness, a lone survivor must battle the
elements -- and her own personal demons -- to stay alive.

The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

The Last Thing He Told Me

Sanctuary

Season finale. Hannah risks everything to protect her family.

Linked By Love

Transplantation, family, and the complicated world of Black Americans in their history with the medical
establishment are all explored in this story of family, love, and second chances.

Little America

The 9th Caller

A Sri Lankan immigrant enters a Texas-sized contest to win a new car. As exhaustion sets in, she recalls
her fraught relationship with her father.

Little America

Camel On A Stick

Determined to win the Minnesota State Fair, a chef must contend with shipping delays, a ticking clock, and
his Somali community's judgement.

Little America

Mr. Song

A young Korean boy befriends a legendary DJ who gives a much-needed boost to a hat shop owned by the
boy’s family.

Love & Death

This drama tells the true story of Candy and Pat Montgomery and Betty and Allan Gore – two churchgoing
couples enjoying their small town Texas life… until an extramarital affair leads somebody to pick up an axe.



Love Accidentally

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Mike

Desiree

An 18 year old honor student from a small town in Rhode Island named Desiree Washington accuses Mike
of rape.

Mike

Monster

Cus D'Amato discovers Mike at 13, gives him discipline, extremely honed skills and an ego, transforming
Mike into the youngest Heavyweight Champion of all time. But at what cost?

Mrs. Davis

The Final Intercut: So I’m Your Horse

After learning what she must sacrifice in order to destroy the Holy Grail, Simone's love for Jay is put to the
test; at the Pyramid Facility, Wiley faces his own demise and attempts to earn his boots.

Mrs. Davis

Great Gatsby 2001: A Space Odyssey

With the Lazarus Shroud secured, Simone and Celeste set sail on a perilous journey in pursuit of the Holy
Grail; Wiley receives an unexpected offer from Mrs. Davis that could rewrite his future.

Mrs. Davis

A Great Place To Drink To Gain Control Of Your Drink

Simone and Wiley's hunt for Clara, the red-haired woman, leads them to an enigmatic new source and
together they uncover the dangerous truth about their connection to her.

Mrs. Davis

Mother Of Mercy: The Call Of The Horse

A nun is forced to leave her quiet life at a convent when an all-powerful artificial intelligence known as Mrs.
Davis enlists her to complete an epic quest.

Mrs. Davis

Zwei Sie Piel Mit Seitung Sie Wirtschaftung

As she contemplates participating in the outrageous quest given to her by Mrs. Davis, Simone discovers
that her ex-boyfriend, Wiley, is now part of an underground resistance devoted to destroying the all-
powerful AI.

Ms. Marvel

Crushed

Kamala and Bruno explore the source of her newfound powers just in time for a perilous adventure.



Ms. Marvel

Destined

Ahead of Aamir's wedding, Kamala may face grave consequences due to a crucial decision she makes.

Ms. Marvel

Generation Why

Kamala Khan attends Avengercon only to discover that she herself might have superpowers.

Ms. Marvel

No Normal

Back in Jersey, Kamala finds Kamran and protects him from Damage Control who will stop at nothing to
take him in.

Ms. Marvel

Seeing Red

Kamala travels around the world to solve the mystery of the bangle and her family’s history.

Ms. Marvel

Time And Again

The bangle reveals to Kamala secrets about her family lineage, as well as the truth behind the Veil.

My Best Friend's Exorcism

In this darkly comedic horror-thriller set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen
(Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

The Noel Diary

When Jake returns home at Christmas to settle his mother's estate, he discovers a diary that holds secrets
to his own past and that of Rachel’s, an intriguing woman on a mission of her own. Together, they embark
on a journey to confront their pasts and discover an unexpected future.

Obi-Wan Kenobi

Part VI

The conclusion to the series delivers a lightsaber battle between Darth Vader (Anakin Skywalker) and
Kenobi, the redemption of Order 66 survivor turned Inquisitor Reva, and an emotional goodbye with young
Princess Leia.

On A Wing And A Prayer

In this true story, On A Wing And A Prayer follows passenger Doug White’s (Dennis Quaid) harrowing
journey to safely land a plane and save his entire family from danger, after their pilot dies unexpectedly
mid-flight.

Out Of Office

Out Of Office is an ensemble comedy. The story centers on a young woman (Milana Vayntrub) who finds
that keeping her job is somehow tied to helping her boss (Ken Jeong) navigate his fast-failing marriage.

The Patient

A psychological thriller about a therapist, Alan Strauss (Steve Carell), who is held prisoner by a patient,
Sam Fortner, who reveals himself to be a serial killer. Sam has an unusual therapeutic demand for Alan:
curb his homicidal urges.



The People We Hate At The Wedding

Dysfunctional American siblings Alice and Paul along with their ever-optimistic mom, are invited to the
British wedding of their estranged half-sister Eloise as a chance to reconnect as – more or less – adults,
and learn to love each other like they once did.

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Prey

An action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and an entry in the Predator franchise about a
young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a technically
advanced arsenal, resulting in a showdown between the two adversaries.

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Reindeer Games Homecoming

Reindeer Games Homecoming stars Sarah Drew as Mac, a teacher who recently lost her father, the heart of
the town’s holiday fundraising tradition. When fading Hollywood star and former crush Chase (Justin
Bruening) comes home for Christmas, he joins the competition and the spark is reignited between the two.

Reno 911!: It's A Wonderful Heist

It’s holiday season in Reno, and Lieutenant Dangle wishes he’d never been born. With the help of a roller
skating Angel, he learns how much better the lives of the other deputies would be if he never existed. Will
he decide to live on anyway? There’s Christmas criminals to catch!

The Royal Nanny

MI5 agent Claire goes undercover as the royal nanny, and must overcome the challenges of her
assignment, like resisting the charms of Prince Colin while keeping the family safe at Christmas.

Run Sweetheart Run

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a monstrous
and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk) in this dark thriller.

Rye Lane

Yas (Vivian Oparah) and Dom (David Jonsson), two twenty-somethings both reeling from bad break-ups,
connect over the course of an eventful day in South London - helping each other deal with their nightmare
exes, and potentially restoring their faith in romance.

Samaritan

Thirteen-year-old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.



Secret Headquarters

While hanging out after school, Charlie and his friends discover the headquarters of the world's most
powerful superhero hidden beneath his home. When villains attack, they must team up to defend the
headquarters and save the world.

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Sick

While quarantining at her family’s lake house during the pandemic, Parker and her best friend are
threatened by an unexpected visitor.

Significant Other

A young couple take a remote backpacking trip through the Pacific Northwest, but things take a dark turn
when they realize they may not be alone.

Single And Ready To Jingle

Working at a toy company makes Emma Warner feel like she lives Christmas year-round and has no time
for dating. She books a tropical vacation to find romance and not think of Christmas! But a mix up lands
Emma in her worst nightmare – a town devoted to everything Christmas.

A Small Light

Pilot

Miep Gies, a young, carefree secretary, agrees to help her boss Otto Frank hide his family after the Nazis
invade Holland. Summoning courage she didn’t know she had, Miep faces her first task: getting Otto’s
teenage daughter Margot past a Gestapo checkpoint.

Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis), and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Something From Tiffany's

In the holiday romance Something From Tiffany’s, one woman’s life is forever changed by an engagement
ring meant for someone else.

A Spy Among Friends

Based on the book by Ben Macintyre, this series dramatizes the true story of Nicholas Elliott and Kim
Philby, two British spies and lifelong friends. Philby was the most notorious British defector and Soviet
double agent in history.

Swarm

Stung

Series premiere. Dre, a lonely young woman obsessed with mega pop star Ni'Jah, lives with her sister
Marissa. When Marissa tells Dre that she’s moving in with her boyfriend Khalid, they argue and Marissa
storms out. Tragically, Marissa takes her own life and Dre, blaming Khalid, pays him a visit.

Teen Wolf: The Movie

The wolves are howling once again, as a terrifying ancient evil emerges in Beacon Hills. Scott McCall, no
longer a teenager yet still an Alpha, must gather new allies and reunite trusted friends to fight back
against this powerful and deadly enemy.



This Is Going To Hurt

The series follows Adam, a doctor finding his way through the ranks of hospital hierarchy; junior enough to
suffer the crippling hours, but senior enough to face a constant barrage of terrifying responsibilities. Adam
is clinging to his personal life as he is increasingly overwhelmed by stresses at work.

Tiny Beautiful Things

Pilot

After Clare is kicked out of her home by her husband Danny for giving her brother Lucas their daughter
Rae's college fund, an old friend needs someone to take on his advice column Dear Sugar. And it might be
exactly what Clare needs.

Tom Jones (Masterpiece)

A reimagined tale of an illegitimate young man’s love for a beautiful heiress. Solly McLeod stars as Tom,
Sophie Wilde as Sophia, his true love and Hannah Waddingham as the seductress Lady Bellaston.

Transatlantic

The Wilderness

Two Americans and their allies form a rescue operation in 1940 Marseille to help artists, writers and other
refugees fleeing Europe during World War II. Transatlantic is inspired by the true story of Varian Fry, Mary
Jayne Gold and the Emergency Rescue Committee.

The Watcher

Welcome, Friends

Soon after the Brannock family moves into their dream home, they receive a threatening letter from a
mysterious sender — and suffer an unexpected loss.

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the story about the greatest musician and sex symbol of our time.
Cast includes Evan Rachel Wood and Rainn Wilson.

Welcome To Chippendales

An Elegant, Exclusive Atmosphere

Indian immigrant Somen Steve Banerjee works at a gas station and spends his nights dreaming of being
the next Hugh Hefner. A chance encounter with a centerfold and her promoter husband sends his business
plan in a new direction.

White House Plumbers

White House Plumbers tells the story of how Nixon’s own political saboteurs and Watergate masterminds,
E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy, accidentally toppled the presidency they were zealously trying to
protect.

The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Ballads, Brawlers, And Bloodied Blades

A tavern brawl puts Éile on a collision course with destiny, emotions get the best of Fjall after a close call,
and a royal betrayal leads to bloodshed.

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

The Amber Ruffin Show

Amber interviews comedian Wanda Sykes, plays The Wrong Song with musician Sisqó and explores the
erasure of Indigenous Americans.

Baking It

The bakers create a centerpiece dish for a holiday celebration in the explosive season finale.

A Black Lady Sketch Show

Podcast spotlights true crimes against the culture; The Black Lady Courtroom hears a case from a repeat
offender; queen and her knights trade medieval secrets; waitress serves backhanded compliments; Chris
is asked to save a doomed space mission; the actor behind Shanitra the bailiff wants to go back to college.

The Circle

After a shocking vote, two players get a big surprise. A funny new face has the chat laughing, while
strategic cliques start to form behind the scenes.

Crank Yankers

Crank Yankers features actual crank calls made by show regulars and celebrity guests and re-enacted
onscreen by puppets for a visual aid to show the viewer what is happening in the call.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Trevor bids farewell to The Daily Show after his seven-year run in the host’s chair, saying goodbye to his
beloved team of correspondents, sharing the most important lessons he’s learned during his tenure as
host, and thanking the audience for a life-changing seven years.

Dancing With Myself

A grandma, an active-duty serviceman, a video game creator and nine other contestants from across the
country enter the Dancing With Myself pods to battle it out over six dance challenges set by celebrity
creators Shakira, Nick Jonas and Liza Koshy.

Hell Of A Week With Charlamagne Tha God

Charlamagne Tha God debates the week's top stories with author Dr. Umar Johnson, podcast host Kazeem
Famuyide, and comedian Sam Morril. Plus, actress Yvonne Orji is stopping by.

History Of The World, Part II

Judas betrays Jesus, Shirley Chisholm makes a big announcement, General Grant finds himself in trouble
and Marco Polo meets Kublai Khan.

Inside Amy Schumer

Amy visits Colorado, suffers from psoriasis, and gets struck by lightning.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Jimmy celebrates 20 years of Jimmy Kimmel Live by interviewing himself in 2003, and reuniting the show's
first ever guests: George Clooney and Snoop Dogg. Plus Coldplay performs Clocks - the same song they
performed on Kimmel’s first episode.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Main Story: John Oliver discusses why some prestigious museums contain so many stolen goods; plus, a
disastrous start for the Liz Truss era in the UK.



The Late Late Show With James Corden

In his very last episode hosting The Late Late Show, James is joined by Harry Styles and Will Ferrell in the
studio, gets a talking to at home from Colbert, Fallon, Kimmel, Seth Meyers and more, and says his final,
heartfelt goodnights.

Late Night With Seth Meyers

This episode includes an opening monologue, an edition of Ya Burnt and an interview with Paul Rudd. A
large amount of the show is devoted to Popsicle Schtick, a piece in which animated anthropomorphic
popsicles parody works like Top Gun and Willy Wonka to an unsuspecting Seth Meyers.

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

News chairman Rupert Murdoch admitted under oath that election lies were knowingly endorsed by several
hosts. Elsewhere, Florida’s governor released an exceptionally stupid book. Plus, Stephen reviews the
latest trends in romance in a new edition of Romansplaining. Guests: Prince Harry takes the Colbert
Questionert, Kal Penn, Big Thief

Pause With Sam Jay

Sam grapples with what the prison industrial complex did to her family and how losing her brother to it
changed everything.

The Problem With Jon Stewart

Can you be tough on crime but soft on guns? The numbers say no, but too many legislators say yes.

Random Acts Of Flyness

Apparently, you gotta use time to move in space, so while working on Ajjan, Terence and Najja hit a
roadblock that neither flight nor teleportation can solve – and turn to couple’s therapy for guidance. Later,
they plan a parallel journey back to The Source.

Real Time With Bill Maher

Guests: Matthew Perry - actor, playwright, author of Friends, Lovers, and the Big Terrible Thing; Laura
Coates - CNN anchor, host of Laura Coates Show; Jonathan Haidt - social psychologist, NYU’s Stern School
of Business. Written elements: Editorial – Not As Crazy As We Thought; Desk Piece – Future Headlines

Saturday Night Live

Pedro Pascal hosts an episode of SNL. Sketches include Lisa from Temecula, Spy Balloon Cold Open, Mario
Kart and Fan Cam Assembly with special guest Sarah Paulson. The episode features two live performances
from Coldplay and a new edition of Weekend Update.

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News is a late night/variety series featuring a cast of animated
anchors covering the top news stories and interviewing real-world guests.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon invited Elizabeth Banks, Kelsey Grammer and Chef Jordan Andino
as guests. Paul Rudd and Jimmy debuted their song Teenie Weenie Beanie. Jimmy kicked off the start of
Tonight Show Perm Week.

Ziwe

Ziwe explores the commercialization of Juneteenth with Wayne Brady; also, she sends a correspondent to
go Juneteenth Caroling; featuring guests Laura Benanti, Larry Owens, Michelle Davis and more.



End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special

The 58th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 58th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by Dolly Parton with co-host Garth Brooks streamed
live from the Ford Center at The Star in Frisco, Texas.

Adam Sandler: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

Friends and colleagues gather to celebrate Adam Sandler as he becomes the 24th comic to receive the
prestigious Mark Twain Prize for American Humor at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Julie Andrews

The AFI Life Achievement Award celebrates Julie Andrews with special appearances by Carol Burnett, Steve
Carell, Dick Van Dyke, Gwen Stefani, a musical performance by Cynthia Erivo and a sing-along reunion
with the cast of The Sound Of Music.

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits

A personal and fictitious account of one woman’s attempt to challenge perceptions. Borstein showcases her
form of storytelling with the help of her muse and maestro, Barcelona-native musicians, Eric Mills and
Salva Rey.

Andrew Schulz: Infamous

Andrew Schulz delivers his latest comedy special Infamous, filmed at The Paramount in Austin, TX.

Atsuko Okatsuka: The Intruder

Comedian and actress Atsuko Okatsuka brings her brand of storytelling to Brooklyn, where she dishes on
the futile art of impressing teenagers, attending a Magic Mike Live show with her grandmother, and the
alarming reactions that she and her husband had to the unwanted presence of an intruder.

Bert Kreischer: Razzle Dazzle

Shameless — and shirtless — as ever, Bert spills on bodily emissions, being bullied by his kids and the
explosive end to his family's escape room outing.

Bill Burr: Live At Red Rocks

Comedian Bill Burr sounds off on cancel culture, feminism, getting bad reviews from his wife and a life-
changing epiphany during a fiery stand-up set.

Byron Allen Presents The Grio Awards

The Grio Awards celebrates excellence: film, music, comedy, television, sports, philanthropy, business,
social justice, environmental justice and education. Honorees: Tyler Perry, Norman Lear, Patti LaBelle,
Kenan Thompson, Ben Crump, Alena Analeigh McQuarter, Robert F. Smith, Allyson Felix, Don Peebles,
Queen Latifah, Dave Chappelle, Jennifer Hudson. Musical performances include Patti LaBelle.

Byron Bowers: Spiritual N***a

After a life-altering revelation while tripping on psychedelic mushrooms, comedian Byron Bowers stumbles
straight from the desert into the Decatur Boxing Club, to deliver an intimate set in his hometown Atlanta.

Carol Burnett: 90 Years Of Laughter + Love

Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love celebrates Carol Burnett’s career; featuring performances and
appearances by Cher, Julie Andrews, Ellen DeGeneres, Billy Porter, Steve Carell, Amy Poehler, Jane Lynch,
Kristen Wiig, Vicki Lawrence, Maya Rudolph, Katy Perry, and more.



Chelsea Handler: Revolution

Chelsea Handler lets loose on her life choices, rowdy rescue dogs, dating frustrations and her vision for a
future where men don’t wear flip flops.

Chris Redd: Why Am I Like This?

Actor and comedian Chris Redd dishes on starting therapy, chasing childhood dreams, and his unique
preflight routine in this stand-up special.

Chris Rock: Selective Outrage

Chris Rock delivers a high energy set, hitting on topics such as dating, wokeness, spoiling his kids, non-
racist yoga pants, and his highly anticipated response to the Will Smith slap.

Cristela Alonso: Middle Classy

Cristela Alonzo is living the American Dream. She shares the joys of aging in her forties, her first ever
experience with a gyno, and the importance of family.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah Presents: Jordan Klepper Fingers The Midterms - America
Unfollows Democracy

Jordan Klepper returns to the campaign trail ahead of the 2022 midterms, where he follows and interviews
the increasing number of GOP voters who reject the 2020 election results and consciously nominate people
who threaten the election process, all in a quest to figure out if America is ghosting democracy.

David A. Arnold: It Ain't For The Weak

Performing in his Cleveland hometown, David A. Arnold jokes about marital spats and entitled kids as he
shares a behind-the-scenes look at his family.

Deon Cole: Charleen's Boy

In this comedy special, which is dedicated to his late mother, Deon Cole shares his advice on how to
navigate life and dating in today’s society.

Dragstravaganza

Drag icons Ginger Minj and Monet X Change are magically transported to the spooky world of Huluween -
to make it out alive they have to host a one-hour variety special starring LGBTQ+ royalty, including
legendary queens and kings, plus special musical guest Kesha.

Fortune Feimster: Good Fortune

Fortune Feimster reflects on her own good fortune, including some big life events she’s experienced the
last couple years like falling in love with her wife and the extravagant proposal she planned that didn't go
as expected, and much more.

Gabriel Iglesias: Stadium Fluffy

Gabriel Fluffy Iglesias shares details about being a Los Angeles native, a recent attempt at extortion
towards him, and where he holds the record for receiving the highest fine on stage.

The 65th Annual Grammy Awards

Hosted by Trevor Noah, the Grammys celebrates music’s biggest night, with over 250 performers featuring
live performances. All whilst giving out career awards. This year featured a tribute to HipHop's 50th
anniversary with over 30 hip hop icons taking the stage.

Hannah Gadsby: Something Special

A panicky proposal. A novelty wedding cake. A fateful bunny encounter. Hannah Gadsby shares tales of
love and marriage in this comedy special.



Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester

Filmed at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Hasan Minhaj shares his thoughts on fertility, fatherhood, and
freedom of speech.

Jena Friedman: Ladykiller

A comedy that explores the myriad topics that affect women in the U.S., from crime to reproductive rights.
Comedian Jena Friedman threads complex subjects with jokes and discusses the biggest driving force
behind these issues: the not-so-just-ice system.

Jim Jefferies: High & Dry

Jim Jefferies muses on stoned koalas, his dad’s vasectomy confusion and choosing between his hair and
his sex drive.

Jimmy O. Yang: Guess How Much?

The actor/comedian talks about BTS, love languages, loser friends and negotiating with his Asian parents.

Jo Koy: Live From The Los Angeles Forum

Jo Koy takes the stage at the Los Angeles Forum. Jo gushes about his relationship with his teenage son
along with sharing the struggles of living with sleep apnea and more.

John Mulaney: Baby J

A chaotic intervention. An action-packed stay in rehab. After a weird couple of years, John Mulaney returns
to the stage.

Jon Stewart: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

Friends and colleagues gather to celebrate Jon Stewart as he becomes the 23rd comic to receive the
prestigious Mark Twain Prize for American Humor at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

Kate Berlant: Cinnamon In The Wind

Kate Berlant performs an absurdist set, in an intimate space, shared not only with the audience but the
mirror reflection of herself.

Kathleen Madigan: Hunting Bigfoot

Comedian Kathleen Madigan delivers stand up focusing on her family, the road, the Midwest, boxed wine
and her plan of action if she were to hit a Bigfoot.

45th Kennedy Center Honors

The 45th Kennedy Center Honors celebrated honorees George Clooney, U2, Gladys Knight, Amy Grant, and
Tania León. With the President and First Lady in attendance, the cast paid tribute to the honorees through
stories, performances, and testimonies.

The Last Last Late Late Show With James Corden Carpool Karaoke Special

James celebrates the end of his run as host of The Late Late Show with one final carpool with Adele, one
final stunt with Tom Cruise and a look back at some of the show’s greatest moments.

Leanne Morgan: I'm Every Woman

She loves Jell-O salad, her three kids and her beefy grandbaby. Leanne Morgan shares stories about her
life as a wife, mother and wearer of big panties.



Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Joni Mitchell

This special traces the career of Joni Mitchell with performances by many of the artists (James Taylor,
Graham Nash, Brandi Carlile) who shared their lives and their music with Joni both before and after her
brain aneurysm in 2015. The show culminates with two performances by Joni herself.

Lil Rel Howery: I Said It. Y’all Thinking It.

Actor and comedian Lil Rel Howery brings his storytelling style and impressions to the Chicago Theater,
delivering a set focused on real, everyday issues such as fame, fatherhood, and therapy – and performs
satirical takes on prominent figures in pop culture and beyond.

Mae Martin: SAP

From a mythical moose encounter to the gender spectrum in Beauty and the Beast, Mae Martin reflects on
a world off its axis in this comedy special.

Making The Yuletide Gay: A Very Special Paul Lynde Christmas

This holiday program unites Paul Lynde, Tab Hunter, Sal Mineo, Liberace and other queer celebs in a
musical holiday romp with sexual innuendo, flowing libations, and dirty Christmas song remakes.

Marc Maron: From Bleak To Dark

Comedian and podcaster Marc Maron tackles topics including getting older, antisemitism, faith, and his
thoughts on having children – especially during the pandemic. This comedy special showcases the
comedian's cynicism as he weaves humor and ire into his storytelling.

Marlon Wayans: God Loves Me

Marlon Wayans reflects on his life and career through the lens of the infamous 2022 Oscars® slap.

Matt Rogers: Have You Heard Of Christmas?

Matt Rogers shares stories and performs original songs from a new Christmas album. Featuring
performances and comedy sketches with special guest stars.

Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022

The second annual Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022 in Miami, FL.

Mo'Nique: My Name Is Mo'Nique

From staring down a racist teacher to her grandmother's sex warning, Mo'Nique spills all in this stand-up
comedy special.

Nate Bargatze: Hello World

Comedian Nate Bargatze delivers his take on a variety of topics including disadvantages of being the first
born, the challenges of playing golf with your wife, and what happens when a bald eagle touches your
head.

Nick Kroll: Little Big Boy

Nick Kroll shares his comedian origin story, his first heartbreak, his strange hypnosis experience and the
trash-talking celebrity voice in his head.

Nikki Glaser: Good Clean Filth

Comedian and actress Nikki Glaser takes on a range of topics. Whether she’s dishing about sex, outlining
the do’s and dont’s of dating, or oversharing about her (not-so-private) parts, Glaser delivers an hour of
comedy.



Norman Lear: 100 Years Of Music & Laughter

Honoring the life and legacy of the storyteller, activist, and philanthropist Norman Lear; featuring a lineup
of celebrity guests and musical performances to celebrate his 100th birthday.

The Oscars

A broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, featuring 23 awards categories from Cinematography to
Best Picture, with presenters including Halle Berry and Harrison Ford and performances including Lady
Gaga, Rihanna and more.

Patton Oswalt: We All Scream

Patton riffs on the hazards of aging, his failed shutdown plans and the day his wife turned into a Valkyrie in
this stand-up special.

Pickled

Pickled is a two-hour sports comedy special about pickleball, hosted by Stephen Colbert, with a lineup of
celebrities playing America’s fastest-growing sport.

The Problem With Jon Stewart: Election Wrap-Up Special

Who won? Who lost? Are we still a democracy? All we know is that everyone is happy and absolutely no
one is questioning the results.

Sarah Silverman: Someone You Love

This is a stand-up special of Sarah Silverman’s original comedy material.

29th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards

Exclusively honoring actors, the SAG Awards have the largest and most diverse group of voters in the
awards circuit.

Sebastian Maniscalco: Is It Me?

Sebastian acts out life's little agonies, from school drop-offs to off-leash dogs to date nights with his wife.

Sheng Wang: Sweet And Juicy

Sheng Wang delivers a set on juicing, mammograms, how snoring is an evolutionary mistake and the
existential angst of buying pants from Costco.

Stand Out: An LGBTQ+ Celebration

LGBTQ+ comedy legends and emerging talent share the stage for a night of laughter and queer joy hosted
by Billy Eichner.

75th Annual Tony Awards

Hosted by Ariana DeBose and airing live from Radio City Music Hall, the show honored inclusion during the
2021-2022 Broadway season with spoken and musical tributes, and nominated performances.

Trevor Noah: I Wish You Would

Comedian Trevor Noah talks learning German, speaking ill of the dead, judging people in horror movies,
dealing with modern communication, and ordering Indian food in Scotland.

12th Annual NFL Honors

Hosted by Kelly Clarkson, the 12th Annual NFL Honors is an awards presentation by the National Football
League that honors its players from the 2022 NFL season.



Wanda Sykes: I’m An Entertainer

Comedian, actress and producer Wanda Sykes delivers her wit and candor.

Would It Kill You To Laugh? Starring Kate Berlant & John Early

Kate Berlant and John Early play celebrities reuniting after a public falling-out at a moderated TV event
interspersed with absurdist sketches of varying characters, from strippers to a family of beavers.

Yvonne Orji: A Whole Me

Yvonne Orji returns to the stage offering her point-of-view on the pandemic, estate planning, being the
child of Nigerian immigrants and the brutal realities of dating. A mash-up of stand-up comedy with scripted
vignettes.

Zarna Garg: One In A Billion

Follow Zarna Garg's Indian-immigrant-mom perspective on matchmaking, entitled kids, clueless husbands,
mean aunties, and tyrannical mother-in-laws.

End of Category


